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INTRODUCTION

It slipped out of your pocket, it fell off of your lap, it plunged into the toilet—however the accident happened, it left your precious mobile device in less than perfect condition... so now what? In 2016, more than three-quarters of Americans owned a smartphone, making smartphone use almost ubiquitous.\(^1\) Unfortunately, the rate at which Americans damage their smartphones is similarly high. More than thirty percent of smartphone owners have damaged their phone’s display screen at least once, and twenty-one percent of people are currently using a phone with a damaged screen.\(^2\) Other common forms of damage include damage to speakers, cameras, batteries, power buttons, home buttons, and headphone jacks.\(^3\)

Unsurprisingly, the cell phone repair market is booming. It has annual revenues over $4 billion, and that figure is on the rise due to increasingly complex and fragile devices.\(^4\) The current repair market, however, is tightly controlled by electronic


manufacturers.\textsuperscript{5} Recently, consumers, third party repair technicians, and repair organizations have been lobbying for the passage of “fair repair legislation” allocating them the “right to repair.”\textsuperscript{6} This type of legislation was introduced in eighteen states in 2017 and 2018.\textsuperscript{7} It would mandate that all manufacturers of electronic equipment sell spare parts to consumers and independent repair shops.\textsuperscript{8} It would also require manufacturers to provide detailed diagnostic and service manuals to the public.\textsuperscript{9} Many manufacturers are lobbying against the legislation, citing consumer safety and security, brand reputation, product quality, and intellectual property concerns.\textsuperscript{10} Conversely, consumers and repair technicians cite job security,\textsuperscript{11} product life, and financial concerns as justifications for the passage of fair repair legislation. The push for fair repair legislation is geared toward many industries, including medical technology, agriculture and farming, consumer electronics, and data center equipment.\textsuperscript{12} This Note will focus on the consumer electronics industry, which is the main target of the proposed legislation.


\textsuperscript{8} Fair Repair Legislative Template, at § 3(1)(a), (b), REPAIR.ORG, https://repair.org/legislation (last visited Sep. 24, 2018).

\textsuperscript{9} Id.

\textsuperscript{10} See discussion infra Part II.

\textsuperscript{11} The Repair Association, REPAIR.ORG, https://repair.org (last visited Oct. 4, 2018) (stating that over three million Americans are currently employed in repair industries). By eliminating the third-party repair market, many Americans employed in repair industries fear that their jobs are at risk.

\textsuperscript{12} Id.
This Note argues that fair repair legislation is not fair for manufacturers, and suggests that legislators look to a solution that has proved workable in an analogous context in the automobile repair industry. Part I outlines the history of the electronic device repair market and discusses the proposed state legislation. It concludes that federal copyright law is insufficient, current state proposals are flawed, and that a different solution is necessary. Part II will discuss alternate solutions in the automobile industry, legislation tailored to the agriculture industry, and recent concessions by a well-known manufacturer. Part III will propose a standardized practice to reconcile the deficits in the proposed state legislation while harmonizing consumer needs with adequate manufacturer protection.

I. BACKGROUND

When a consumer's electronic device is damaged, there are three main options to avoid a whole unit replacement—return the device to the original manufacturer or to an authorized service provider for a repair service, go to a third-party repair shop for an unauthorized repair, or attempt a do-it-yourself repair at home. These three options require different levels of expertise and varying degrees of authenticity, as well as a significant price differential.

Oddly enough, the “right to repair” crusade did not start in Silicon Valley, but in rural Nebraska, where farmers are fighting for access to diagnostic and repair information for their computerized tractors. John Deere embeds specialized software into its high-end equipment and charges hundreds of thousands of dollars for some tractors. John Deere maintains tight control over its repair market, and without access to spare parts and

18 Emily Matchar, supra note 6.
repair manuals for the technologically complex equipment, rural farmers are forced to haul heavy equipment hundreds of miles to an authorized service provider.\textsuperscript{19}

There is embedded software in everything from tractors to refrigerators, from tablets to insulin pumps, from cell phones to televisions, and everything in between.\textsuperscript{20} According to the U.S. Copyright Office, “the reach of software is almost infinite.”\textsuperscript{21} With the increasing complexity and fragility of software-embedded electronic devices, it is essential to promote a standardized practice amongst manufacturers, consumers, repair technicians, and repair organizations, with regards to repairability.

A. \textit{Federal Copyright Law and State Contract Law}

In an analysis of repairability legislation, it is essential to consider the intersection of federal copyright law and state contract law. Federal copyright law is equipped with several doctrines permitting and prohibiting conduct including the reuse, resale and, possibly, repair of software-embedded products.\textsuperscript{22} State contract law is pertinent because almost every software-embedded product comes with some type of contract that may purport to restrict certain uses of a product.\textsuperscript{23} The Supreme Court recently considered this intersection of law in \textit{Impression Products v. Lexmark Int'l, Inc.}\textsuperscript{24}

In \textit{Impression Products}, Lexmark, a printing toner cartridge manufacturer, owned a patent that covered components of the cartridges and the manner in which they were used.\textsuperscript{25} A consumer could either purchase the toner cartridge at full price with no restrictions, or buy a cartridge at a discounted rate through Lexmark’s “Return Program.”\textsuperscript{26} If a consumer pursued the latter option, she had to sign a contract permitting her to use the toner cartridge only once, and prohibiting her from transferring the cartridge to anyone except Lexmark.\textsuperscript{27}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{27} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
challenged Impression Products, who bought used ink cartridges, refilled them, and resold them, arguing that Impression Products was infringing on Lexmark’s patent rights.\textsuperscript{28} The Supreme Court determined that once a product passes into commerce, the manufacturer has exhausted its control over the product under the “first sale” doctrine found within federal law.\textsuperscript{29} In other words, Lexmark exhausted its patent rights in the “Return Program” cartridges and cannot place post-sale restrictions on the cartridges, at least as a matter of federal patent law.\textsuperscript{30} In Chief Justice Roberts’ majority opinion, he used the example of an automobile repair shop, and claimed that the repair business works because the shop is free to repair and resell vehicles as long as consumers are bringing in the cars they own.\textsuperscript{31} Roberts said the “smooth flow of commerce would sputter if companies that make thousands of parts that go into a vehicle could keep their patent rights after the first sale.”\textsuperscript{32} The Supreme Court acknowledged that while Lexmark could not enforce an express post-sale restriction on reuse, repair, or resale, it may be able to enforce the restriction as a matter of contract law.\textsuperscript{33}

The U.S. Copyright Office recently determined that federal copyright law and the threat of copyright infringement do not prevent a flourishing repair aftermarket.\textsuperscript{34} According to its report, existing copyright law doctrines facilitate repair activities, and it is unnecessary to reform federal copyright law to explicitly permit these activities.\textsuperscript{35} In fact, Congress enacted § 117(c) of the Copyright Act to provide a specific defense to copyright infringement in an attempt to protect independent

\textsuperscript{28} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 1527.
\textsuperscript{30} Id. at 1532–33.
\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 1532.
\textsuperscript{32} Id.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 1526.
\textsuperscript{34} See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at ii.
\textsuperscript{35} See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 33. Idea and expression dichotomy is a principle that narrows the scope of copyright protection, and protects only the actual code, rather than principles, processes, or procedures—it allows people to use any ideas, methods, or processes that make the program function, as long as they do not copy the code lines. Id. at 14. Scènes à faire is a doctrine that prevents the protection of standard, stock, or widely accepted techniques, such as hardware design standards, adopted by most computer manufacturers. Id. at 16. Fair use is another copyright doctrine that enables “fair use” of copyrighted materials. Id. at 17. Courts have held that reverse engineering a gaming console to develop a computer program qualifies as fair use. Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. v. Connectix Corp., 203 F.3d 596, 608 (9th Cir. 2000).
service organizations who perform machine repairs. Because of the protections already afforded to repair services in federal copyright law, the Office suggests a reliance on state contract law. “[C]opyright has long coexisted with contract law, providing a background of default provisions against which parties are generally free to order their own commercial dealings to suit their needs and the realities of the marketplace.” Although state laws and contracts cannot directly conflict with federal copyright law, the courts have saved statutes and contracts from preemption so long as they contain an “extra element” not expressly found within the federal law. While the term “extra element” provides little judicial guidance, some courts have found that an agreement between parties in a contract is sufficient to meet the “extra element” standard. In other words, with regards to repairs, when a consumer purchases electronic equipment, she has all the freedom to repair and tinker under federal copyright law, unless otherwise agreed.

Electronic manufacturers often include shrink-wrap terms of service agreements and end-user license agreements (“EULAs”) in product packaging, which assert proprietary rights, place a limitation on warranties, and restrict the rights of users, while

---

36 17 U.S.C. § 117(c) (2012); H.R. REP. No. 105–551, at 27 (1998) (“The goal is to maintain undiminished copyright protection afforded under the Copyright Act to authors of computer programs, while making it possible for third parties to perform servicing of the hardware.”).

37 See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 63.


39 17 U.S.C. § 301(a) (2012); see also MELVILLE NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT 10 (2017).

40 Mark A. Lemley, Intellectual Property and Shrinkwrap Licenses, S. CAL. L. REV. 1239, 1272 (1995); See also Nat’l Car Rental Sys. v. Comput. Assocs. Intl, 991 F.2d 426, 433 (8th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 176 (1993) (holding that a contract limiting a user’s rights in a purchased computer program is not preempted by federal law because the restrictions placed within the contract are distinct from copyright law restrictions, and “[t]he contractual restriction on use of the programs constitutes an extra element that makes this…qualitatively different from a [cause of action] for copyright”).

41 See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 63–65.

42 Lemley, supra note 40, at 1241–42. The theory behind shrinkwrap agreements involves the presumption that purchasers will read the agreements before tearing open the packaging and using the product. These agreements are often unbargained and imposed on mass-market purchasers, yet they are widely enforced under the Uniform Commercial Code provided they are not unconscionable and do not violate public policy. Id.

43 Id. at 1242.

44 Id. at 1245.
simultaneously expanding the rights of the manufacturer.\textsuperscript{45} These agreements may include restrictions on reverse engineering, and may bar repairs at unapproved service facilities.\textsuperscript{46} For example, the Barnes & Noble Nook Terms of Service agreement, which is included in the box that contains the e-reader device, states: “Except as may be expressly permitted by this Agreement, you may not, directly or indirectly . . . disassemble, reverse engineer, emulate, decompile, tamper with, or create derivative works from . . . the technology used to provide the Service . . . .”\textsuperscript{47} In other words, if a Nook user removes the back cover from her e-reader in a repair attempt, she has violated the Terms of Service agreement and Barnes & Noble is free to suspend service to the device.\textsuperscript{48} Since the Copyright Office has decided, at least for now, to leave federal copyright law unreformed with regards to repairability, these issues must be resolved within contract law, which is entirely under state control.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{B. Proposed State Legislation}

1. Increased Access to Repair Information

The “fair repair” legislation introduced by twelve states is nearly uniform, and encompasses several identical provisions.\textsuperscript{50} First, each bill requires original equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”) to “make available to independent repair providers or owners of products manufactured by such OEM diagnostic and repair information . . . for no charge or for the same charge and in the same format such OEM makes available to its authorized repair provider.”\textsuperscript{51} This provision attempts to provide consumers

\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 1245–46.
\textsuperscript{49} SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 63–64.
and independent repair organizations with detailed repair manuals and information that they cannot otherwise access. Currently, most electronic manufacturers do not release repair manuals to the general public, but if this legislation is enacted, manufacturers would be forced to provide access to this information, likely through an in-box document, an online database, or at the request of the consumer.

Security-related functions are expressly included in the majority of the proposed state legislation, so manufacturers of consumer electronic products which contain such functions would also be mandated to provide diagnostic and repair information. This mandatory disclosure would include all information and parts as are necessary to reset the security-related function.

2. Extension of Product Life

One proposed bill requires manufacturers who sell electronic goods for $100 or more to provide independent servicers, repair facilities, and consumers with “sufficient service literature and functional parts to effect the repair of a product or device for at least seven years after the date of the manufacture, regardless if the seven years exceeds the warranty period for the product or device.” The bill defined an “electronic good[]” as essentially any device or equipment that included or utilized software, which casts a very wide net, and includes everything from consumer goods like mobile phones and tablets, to large-scale equipment like a professional basketball scoreboard, or an advanced robotic surgical system. This provision does not specify the means by

---

which to achieve the end result of providing consumers with “literature and functional parts” and does not consider the average electronic product lifespan.58

3. A “Fair and Reasonable” Market for Spare Parts

Another provision found in the proposed fair repair legislation requires manufacturers to sell spare parts to consumers and repair facilities upon “fair and reasonable terms.”59 “Fair and reasonable terms” is a subjective standard, but each proposed bill provides relevant factors to consider when determining what meets the standard. These factors include the cost to the OEM for “preparing and distributing the information” but exclude the costs incurred for research, development, design, and implementation of the spare parts.60 Another factor the state legislation suggests manufacturers consider when gauging spare parts pricing is “the ability of aftermarket technicians to afford the information.”61 There is no mention of how to determine affordability. Additional factors for consideration include “the price charged by a manufacturer for similar information,” “the means by which the information is distributed,” and “the extent to which the information is used.”62 While these factors are valuable in determining “fair and reasonable,” the manufacturer is left with much discretion to choose the factors that sway the price in whichever direction it desires.

4. Protection of Manufacturer’s Intellectual Property

The proposed fair repair legislation includes a statement that the legislation is not to be interpreted to require manufacturers to divulge trade secrets.63 “Trade secret” is defined broadly throughout the proposed state bills as anything,
tangible or intangible, that contains intellectual property, including secretly held and confidential designs, processes, procedures, formulas, inventions, or improvements, as well as technical, merchandising, and production information. While this provision was likely intended as a protective measure for manufacturers, there is no distinction between what is required to be disclosed in repair manuals and what is protected by federal law as a trade secret.

5. Disclosure of Post-Purchase Obligations

One state’s bill requires manufacturers to clearly express to consumers any “post-purchase obligations” including “limitations on equipment resale, repair, reconfiguration, or reuse for any purpose” prior to the completion of the purchase. A manufacturer’s failure to disclose these obligations upfront would entitle the consumer to a full refund up to one year after purchase, or until the end of the initial product warranty. The South Dakota Senate did not expressly describe the type of disclosure mandated, but the language implied that traditional shrink-wrap terms of use agreements and EULAs would not sufficiently satisfy the statutory requirements, as the bill requires disclosure of post-purchase obligations before the sale is complete.

C. Problems with the Proposed State Legislation

1. Consumer Safety is at Risk

The “fair repair” legislation introduced by the twelve states noted above requires manufacturers to release diagnostic and repair manuals for all electronic products sold in the market, in the same manner and format that the manufacturer provides to an authorized service provider. This provision poses a safety risk to consumers, especially when individuals purchase third-party components for their repairs, such as lithium ion batteries

---

66 Id. (allowing a consumer to obtain a full refund up until the end of a product warranty if that is longer than one year).
Lithium ion batteries found in smartphones are acutely sensitive to physical stress, and if punctured—by, for example, a screwdriver during a repair attempt—they may overheat, catch fire, explode, or inflict a hazardous shock. In fact, if a consumer takes the back cover off of an iPhone 7, she is greeted with the phrase “Authorized Service Provider Only,” and “Potential for fire or burning. Do not disassemble, puncture, crush, heat, or burn,” in small font inscribed on the battery. The Consumer Product Safety Commission recommends that all replacement parts be purchased from the source company to ensure the safety standards of the electronic device are maintained. This recommendation is only met if repairs are completed through authorized service providers. By making repair information publicly accessible, vulnerable consumers are more likely to attempt repairs on their own, and to be left exposed to risks of injuries and property damage. In light of these consumer safety concerns, mandatory public disclosure of all repair information could be dangerous, and ultimately is unnecessary, since there are plenty of authorized repair facilities available with the requisite information and training.

Broad fair repair legislation also threatens patient safety in the medical field. One state’s proposed bill encompasses all software-enabled electronic goods that sell for $100 or more, including medical devices and equipment. The broad brush used by the proposed legislation would permit an untrained third party to repair and resell medical devices, without any standards or accountability.

---


71 Joshua Sherman, supra note 69.


73 Brief for Medical Device Manufacturers Association as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 6–9, Impression Prods., Inc. v. Lexmark Int’l, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1523 (2017) (No. 15-1189).
“single-use only,” and are not intended to enter the repair market.\textsuperscript{74} Medical device manufacturers often rely on this designation to ensure compliance with performance, patient safety, and FDA requirements,\textsuperscript{75} so by ignoring this designation and freely permitting repairs of any and all electronics, patient safety will be compromised.

2. Brand Reputation is at Risk

Additionally, by providing every consumer and non-authorized repair facility with the same information as authorized service providers, without the requisite training and certification, the facility can offer services “of sub-standard quality insufficient to maintain the reputational value of the . . . product.”\textsuperscript{76} Manufacturers are heavily invested in their brand, and go to extraordinary lengths for quality control, which involves training and vetting authorized service providers.\textsuperscript{77} As applied to ink cartridges in electronic printers, for example, “[i]f the printer jams or the ink smears, consumers are likely to curse the company whose nameplate is on the front of the printer, regardless of who supplied the cartridge,” or battery, screen, or service, in the electronic repair market.\textsuperscript{78} The proposed state

\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 6–7.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{76} Queen City Pizza, Inc. v. Domino’s Pizza, Inc., 124 F.3d 430, 440–41 (3d Cir. 1997). Domino’s Pizza had a standard franchise agreement that required all pizza ingredients, beverages, and packaging materials used by a franchisee conform to the standards set by Domino’s Pizza. The agreement also provided Domino’s with the discretion to require all materials be purchased exclusively from Domino’s. The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that this was not a violation of the Sherman Act, and that franchises depend on uniformity. Antitrust laws were not designed to disrupt the franchise business organization. Id. Manufacturers should be able to uphold the same quality standards with regards to their electronic devices, and the repair market. Cf. id.
\textsuperscript{78} Brief for Qualcomm Incorporated as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 13, Impression Prods., Inc. v. Lexmark Int’l, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1523 (2017) (No. 15-1189). Much like the toner cartridge repair business, the mobile phone repair market is saturated with non-authentic parts, however even when these third-party repairs are performed, the original manufacturer’s logo remains stamped on the electronic device. Similarly, when these aftermarket parts malfunction, a user is likely to blame the company whose logo is prominent on the device, rather than the
legislation does not mention any protective measures for brand reputation in the event that a non-authorized service provider provides substandard service or uses third-party spare parts, and, unfortunately, the original manufacturer’s logo or name will stay affixed to an altered, unapproved product. State legislators must consider the damage to a reputable brand, before implementing a burdensome disclosure requirement.

3. Electronics Have a Natural End-of-Life

One state bill requires a manufacturer who sells electronics to provide repair information and parts for seven years, even if the warranty period for the product expires before that time. Manufacturers are required to maintain and repair the databases for every product sold within the last seven years, and also maintain and update that information throughout that seven-year period. Additionally, they are required to make every spare part available for the repair or replacement of all parts for every electronic sold. However, it is impractical to force manufacturers to remain bound to customers for seven years in an age of rapid innovation. The average smartphone has a life expectancy of 4.7 years, while flat-panel televisions have the longest life expectancy of any consumer electronic at 7.4 years. All consumer electronics typically come equipped with a free twelve-month warranty, yet this provision extends the free warranty period by 600%, which will inevitably increase the costs borne by manufacturers, as they will be held responsible for providing the information and parts for all potential repairs throughout the seven-year period. This provision places an undue burden on manufacturers through the maintenance of an unreasonable and costly seven-year relationship with a consumer.

aftermarket company who produced faulty parts, thereby threatening the original manufacturer’s brand reputation. Id.  
Id.  
Id.  
4. “Fair and Reasonable” is Indeterminate

   All of the proposed fair repair legislation requires manufacturers to sell spare parts to consumers and repair facilities upon “fair and reasonable terms” and provides relevant factors to consider when determining what meets the standard.\textsuperscript{84} Although manufacturers are permitted to include the cost of “preparing and distributing the information,” they are prohibited from including any costs associated with researching, designing, developing, and implementing a spare parts market.\textsuperscript{85} This poses a burden on manufacturers, by requiring them to expend time, energy, and effort to compile repair manuals, assemble spare parts, and generate a repair system without compensation for their effort.\textsuperscript{86}

   Some of the state legislation also suggests that manufacturers consider “the ability of aftermarket technicians or shops to afford the information” when gauging spare parts pricing.\textsuperscript{87} This factor lacks practicality and would require the determination of affordability to all aftermarket technicians, which would consist of an evaluation of the financial situation of several thousand private parties.\textsuperscript{88}

   Manufacturers are also advised to consider the price charged by other manufacturers for similar repair information.\textsuperscript{89} There is currently no market for repair information and spare parts,\textsuperscript{90} so this factor is not useful in defining “fair and reasonable.” Traditionally, price determination relies on a manufacturer’s operating costs, availability of supply, customer value, and future


\textsuperscript{86} See AvidAir Helicopter Supply, Inc. v. Rolls-Royce Corp., 663 F.3d 966, 970 (8th Cir. 2011).


\textsuperscript{88} How Much Home Can I Afford?, FAIRWINDS CREDIT UNION (2018), https://www.fairwinds.org/calculators/home-and-mortgage/home-affordability-calculator.html. The factors that determine home affordability including personal income, assets, debt, costs and credit score are the same factors that would apply to an affordability calculation for spare parts. Id.


\textsuperscript{90} Wiens, supra note 52.
Price determination does not involve a consideration of the prices charged by other manufacturers, and it is nonsensical to suddenly consider this new factor, especially given that there is no current market for “similar” information and parts.

Another factor manufacturers are urged to consider in price determination is “the means by which the information is distributed.” However, they are expressly prohibited from considering the cost associated with the development and implementation of those means. It is neither fair nor reasonable to prevent a manufacturer from considering the “means” of information distribution without considering the price associated with those means. This factor is essentially useless in gauging what is a “fair and reasonable” price and is appropriately excluded from a few of the proposed state bills.

Finally, manufacturers are suggested to consider “the extent to which the information is used.” One bill specifically mentions that “extent” includes the numbers of users, and the frequency, duration, and volume of use. This would require manufacturers to compile a massive amount of consumer tracking data. Yet, the data collection costs are unfairly excluded in the “fair and reasonable” price determination.

5. Repair Manuals are Trade Secrets

The proposed fair repair legislation also includes a limitation involving trade secrets such as “[n]othing in this Act shall be construed to require an original equipment manufacturer to divulge a trade secret.” When taken at face value, this seems to

94 There is no mention of this factor in the proposed Iowa, North Carolina, Massachusetts, Missouri, or Minnesota bills.
be a protective clause for manufacturers. However, in preceding sections, the legislation mandates the release of schematic diagrams and repair manuals, which obliterates the “protective” intention of the trade secret clause. The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit determined that repair manuals and information can be protected as trade secrets, regardless of whether the information can be discerned by others through other means, including reverse engineering.

Authorized service providers pay a fee to gain access to repair information, enter into non-disclosure agreements, and face steep penalties for violating the agreements. In fact, the potential penalty for copyright infringement for sharing repair manuals and information is as high as $150,000 per document, which emphasizes the high value placed on trade secrets. The Business Council of New York, a trade organization that includes many manufacturers, opposes fair repair legislation in part because the requirement to release information necessary for repair infringes upon intellectual property rights. According to this organization, the provision included in current proposed fair repair legislation is not sufficient to protect trade secrets, and would obligate manufacturers to “send massive amounts of data related to highly sensitive and technical aspects of equipment to almost any retail provider who requests it.” Trade secrets are

---

99 AvidAir Helicopter Supply, Inc. v. Rolls-Royce Corp., 663 F.3d 966, 975 (8th Cir. 2011). Rolls-Royce’s “Distributor Overhaul Information Letters,” which contained “details about processes, procedures, techniques and material specifications” intended for the repair market qualified as protectable trade secrets. Id. at 970.
100 Apple Authorized Service Provider Program, APPLE, https://support.apple.com/en-lamr/aasp-program (last visited Sep. 24, 2018) (requiring organizations to have a credit line in order to obtain Service Provider status).
102 Wiens, supra note 51.
105 Id.
increasingly valuable and are considered to be the “largest single factor driving economic growth and development,” which only further emphasizes the critical importance of protection.\textsuperscript{106}

6. Consumer Security is Threatened

An additional provision found within all of the proposed state legislation provides that manufacturers of consumer products that contain security-related functions are also required to provide diagnostic and repair information, and must release all information as is necessary to reset the security-related function.\textsuperscript{107} One example of a security-related function is the TouchID sensor on the iPhone, which is paired with the “Secure Enclave” chip and stores fingerprint data, passcodes, and other cryptographic information.\textsuperscript{108} Apple Inc., as the manufacturer of the iPhone, would be required to facilitate TouchID repair, which could make devices vulnerable to hackers, and would permit sensitive information to enter the hands of untrained consumers.\textsuperscript{109} iPhones currently require the use of a “Horizon Machine” to replace an old TouchID sensor with a new one.\textsuperscript{110} These machines carefully pair the new sensor with the Security Enclave chip and the iPhone’s processor in a matter of twelve minutes.\textsuperscript{111} In an effort to protect consumer safety, Apple rolled out 400 of these machines to third-party repair centers, including many authorized service providers, at the end of 2017 to ensure that the pairing process was taking place entirely within the machine instead of in the hands of unskilled aftermarket


\textsuperscript{109} Id.


\textsuperscript{111} Id.
technicians. While this move may be viewed as a concession, and permits some third party repair organizations to repair security function, it is still unclear how new repair legislation would factor into security function repair at the consumer level. Although Apple has not disclosed the price of the Horizon calibration machines, the presumption is that not every consumer or small third party repair shop will be able to afford a machine, and will thus continue to resort to insecure repairs and remain subject to security threats. Additionally, Apple’s iPhone XS does not have a fingerprint sensor, and instead uses “FaceID” enabled by a camera equipped with facial recognition capabilities. FaceID utilizes gaze-detection, infrared mapping and neural networks, yet the proposed state legislation does not account for these technology advances and does not consider the risk associated with giving consumers or non-authorized repair facilities access to this sensitive information.

7. Consumers Will Pay the Price for “Fair Repair”

Although fair repair legislation advocates cite narrow price options as one reason to push passage of the state bills, their concern is misplaced. Currently, manufacturers rely, in part, on the repair market to generate income and cover costs. If the repair market opens up to all consumers and unauthorized repair shops, technology companies will be forced to increase the price point of all electronic devices to ensure that they are bringing in enough capital to cover all costs, and earn all profits at the time of the initial sale. This up-front cost will include the price of research, design, development and implementation of the delivery system for repair information, and the spare parts market. With the elimination of the authorized repair market, manufacturers will have no choice but to raise their retail prices, and consumers will end up paying a steep price for their “right to repair.”

112 Id.
116 See id.
117 See id. at 6.
Additionally, since new, advanced technology with complicated features comes with a higher price sticker than older technology, it is likely that the cost for enabling unauthorized repair facilities and consumers to perform electronic repairs themselves, whether through a complicated calibration machine, or spare parts and tools, will also be high. Consumers currently have the option to purchase extended warranties for their electronic devices, which gives consumers the option to insure their electronics in the event of an accident or malfunction for a period of time. Manufacturers are able to exclude this additional warranty price from the initial sale cost and offer it as an add-on instead. However, if manufacturers are obligated to provide information, repair manuals, and spare parts for a certain period of time, the extended warranty cost will likely be tacked on to the retail price of all consumer electronics, regardless of whether the consumer was interested in the extra protection.

8. Fair Repair Legislation Will Stifle Innovation

The proposed state legislation implies that all electronics must be repairable, and these restrictions may discourage manufacturers from innovation and creativity. According to the U.S. Copyright Office,

-- if the law provides more expansive legal benefits for certain types of products or software, manufacturers may have an incentive to reengineer their products to fit within those definitions. Conversely, if the law limits or eliminates legal benefits for other products or software, manufacturers may have an incentive to remove features benefitting consumers, or to add extraneous features that increase costs without providing corresponding benefits for the consumer.

In other words, forcing manufacturers to comply with fair repair legislation could cast a shadow on design and engineering, and ultimately harm the end user. Besides consumers, small businesses are in jeopardy because a small in-state manufacturer may be unable to both create sophisticated products and to

---

118 See id. at 7.
120 See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 2 n.9.
121 Id. at 11.
design detailed and accessible repair manuals due to limited funding and resources.\textsuperscript{122} “Consumer demand, creative vision, and business considerations” should drive which new products enter the free market, not rigid and arcane repairability legislation.\textsuperscript{123}

9. Retroactively Altering Private Contracts is Unconstitutional Without a Valid Protective Purpose

The Contract Clause of the Constitution has been narrowed significantly over the past century and is often thought of as the least understood provision of the Constitution. In one of the most recent Contract Clause cases, \textit{Energy Reserves Group v. Kan. Power & Light Co.}, the Supreme Court held that the Kansas Natural Gas Protection Act, which imposed price controls on the intrastate gas market as applicable to contracts executed before 1977, did not violate the Contract Clause.\textsuperscript{124} The Court’s reasoning was grounded in the idea that the gas industry was already highly regulated by the state for consumer protection reasons, and the Act was “rationally related” to the goal of protection.\textsuperscript{125}

New Hampshire and Washington introduced fair repair legislation in early 2018, and both bills had a significant difference from all previously introduced bills.\textsuperscript{126} New Hampshire’s bill would require any manufacturer of any digital electronic product sold on or after December 31, 2010 to make repair manuals available, free of charge, and to offer all potential spare parts for purchase.\textsuperscript{127} Washington’s bill would bestow the same requirements, but would pertain only to products sold on or after January 1, 2012.\textsuperscript{128} These bills do not fit within the Court’s parameters as described in \textit{Energy Reserves Group}.\textsuperscript{129} These fair repair bills would not seek to protect consumers, and in fact, would do just the opposite, by permitting unskilled consumers to
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\textsuperscript{128} H.B. 2279 § 3(1), 65th Leg., 2018 Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2018).
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do the work of trained professionals. Additionally, these bills place a tremendous burden on manufacturers by requiring them to make repair manuals and spare parts for products they produced more than eight years ago, much longer than the average lifespan of many of the electronics.\footnote{See H.B. 1733-FN § 358-T-2, 2018 Reg. Sess. (N.H. 2018); H.B. 2279 § 3(1), 65th Leg., 2018 Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2018).} Even if these states are seeking to protect consumers’ wallets, that concern must not prevail over consumers’ safety. The State has no right to retroactively interfere in the private contracts between consumers and manufacturers by adding burdensome provisions, especially at the expense of consumer safety, under \textit{Energy Reserves Group}.\footnote{\textit{Energy Reserves Group}, 459 U.S. at 416.} Therefore, New Hampshire and Washington’s new fair repair bills are unconstitutional and must not pass.

II. ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS

A. The Automobile Approach

Although electronic device repairability legislation is new, there was a push for fair repair legislation pertaining to the automobile industry several years ago. In 2012, the “Right to Repair” Act was passed in Massachusetts to ensure automobile owners and independent repair facilities had access to all repair information and diagnostic tools necessary to repair an automobile.\footnote{H.B. 4362 § 2, 2012 Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2012).} This legislation, much like the legislation proposed for electronic devices, attempts to prevent the disclosure of trade secrets\footnote{\textit{Id.} § 4.} and mandates the sale of repair information at less than fair market value.\footnote{\textit{Id.} § 2.} However, this Act allows manufacturers to exclude “diagnostic, service and repair information necessary to reset an immobilizer system.”\footnote{\textit{Id.}} A vehicle immobilizer is a security device,\footnote{Jan C. van Ours & Ben Vollaard, \textit{The Engine Immobiliser: A Non- Starter for Car Thieves}, 126 \textit{The Econ. J.}, 1264, 1265 (2014).} and under the Massachusetts law, manufacturers are not required to release the information needed to reset these systems; moreover, if this information is released, it must be accessed through a secure
data release system. The Massachusetts law allows manufacturers to maintain tight control over an automobile’s security features.

After the Massachusetts repair law passed, automobile manufacturers created a memorandum of understanding ("MOU") with the two largest associations representing independent mechanics. A memorandum of understanding "expresses a convergence of will between the parties, which is expressed by an intended common line of action," and depending on the language and clauses within the agreement, may constitute a legally binding agreement. Within this MOU, manufacturers agreed to provide access to diagnostic and repair information on "fair and reasonable terms," for any automobiles with a model year of 2002 or later. Additionally, starting with 2018 models, manufacturers agreed to standardize diagnostic tools to work on all vehicles, not just those from one specific manufacturer. The MOU also excludes security systems from the required information disclosure, and provides a remedy for independent repair facilities and consumers if manufacturers fail to comply with the agreement—the manufacturer has thirty days to cure the failure, and if the defect is not cured, the issue can be referred to a dispute resolution panel comprised of members from each party.

B. The Wyoming Approach

The Wyoming “Right to Repair” Act lacks the breadth of the other proposed bills and applies only to farming equipment. It requires farming equipment manufacturers to make diagnostic and repair documentation available to independent repair technicians and consumers free of charge, or for the same price authorized repair facilities pay. This repair information
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includes information pertaining to embedded software within the equipment, \footnote{Id. § 1(a)(ii).} and information related to security-related functions. \footnote{Id. § 1(d).} The bill also mandates that farm equipment manufacturers make all diagnostic repair tools available for purchase on “fair and reasonable terms,” and provides a list of factors to consider, just like the proposed electronic device repair bills. \footnote{Id. § 1(c).}

One important distinction between the Wyoming repair bill and the electronic device repair bills is that the Wyoming bill does not require manufacturers to sell farm equipment parts if the parts are no longer available to the manufacturer. \footnote{Id. § 1(e)(i).} This prevents manufacturers from keeping inventory of every spare part and tool required for every potential repair for any product they ever produced, thus reducing the manufacturer’s burden. \footnote{Id. § 1(e)(i).} While the provisions are almost identical to the proposed bills for electronic devices in other states, its narrow scope is more appropriate considering the large size and difficulty of transporting farming equipment to repair facilities, the expertise farmers possess with regards to the equipment they operate daily, and the reliance farmers have on their equipment to earn a living. \footnote{Matt Hickman, *Farmers Fight for the Right to Repair Their Own Tractors*, MOTHER NATURE NETWORK (July 21, 2016, 2:31 PM), https://www.mnn.com/your-home/organic-farming-gardening/blogs/tractor-scheme-farmers-fight-right-fix-their-own-john-deeres.} Since handheld electronic devices are easy to transport to an authorized repair facility, and are not necessary for earning a living in the same way tractors are, they should not be subject to the same fair repair legislation.

C. Apple’s Recent Concessions

As states continue to mull over new repair legislation, Apple has attempted to reconcile the consumer and repair technicians’ demand for the “right to repair” their devices. For example, Apple’s Repair Terms & Conditions now include an additional option for device repair, called a “Do-It-Yourself (DIY) Parts
This service option provides that Apple will ship a consumer a replacement part if it determines that DIY Parts Service is available to the consumer. Additionally, Apple has changed its warranty policy to accommodate third-party screen repairs and modifications. Prior to 2017, a screen repair or modification performed by an unauthorized third party would automatically void the product’s warranty. Under the new policy, retail store employees and authorized service providers are free to repair a device, even if it has a third-party screen, as long as the requested repair is unrelated to the screen. The DIY Parts Service option and the more flexible warranty reflect Apple’s concessions to the organizations lobbying for fair repair legislation.

Apple has also significantly decreased the price point for display repairs at the retail store, or at an authorized service provider. For customers who have Apple’s cell phone warranty plan, AppleCare+, the price for repairing a cracked display screen is $29, down $70 from last year. Warrantied customers are eligible to use this repair option twice before the price increases. Customers can rest assured that the replacement screen is a genuine Apple part, is fully compatible with the device, and meets the strict standards imposed on electronic manufacturers in the United States.
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In early 2016, users who had their iPhone 6 or 6 Plus TouchID buttons repaired by a non-authorized service provider experienced an error called “Error 53” when they attempted to update the software on their device. This error disabled or “bricked,” the user’s device. Apple came under fire for this error, and almost immediately issued a “patch” to the mobile operating system to restore the device, and eliminate the error message. In addition to the update, Apple permitted customers who had their TouchID buttons repaired by non-authorized service providers to bring in their devices for verification by an Apple technician, and to re-enable the TouchID. This verification process was to ensure customer security, and is indicative of a changing climate with regards to repairs.

III. PROPOSED REPAIR REFORMS

The “right to repair” movement originated with rural farming equipment, and the proposed legislation tailored to this equipment appears to truly be “fair” repair legislation. Farmers know their equipment best, and considering the heavy weight of tractors, the scarcity of authorized service providers, and the dependence farmers have on their equipment, it is fair to mandate that manufacturers offer diagnostic and repair information and parts for sale. The mounting security concerns involved in the repair of personal handheld electronics are not relevant to computerized tractors, and the safety concerns are minimal as well. The narrow scope of the Wyoming bill is appropriate, and other states should use this bill as a template for repair bills tailored to the needs of the farming and agricultural industry.
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As applied to consumer electronics, however, it is impractical to require electronic manufacturers to comply with a legislative quilt of mismatched and insufficient repair bill provisions. Instead, a standardized practice analogous to the memorandum of understanding in place in the automobile industry would serve electronic manufacturers, consumers, and repair shops well.\footnote{See Memorandum of Understanding, supra note 138.} This standardized practice should include various provisions from proposed state legislation, provide more definite terms, and contain more protective measures for manufacturers.

Manufacturers should be required to offer certain specialized repair equipment for sale to all consumers and third-party repair facilities. Manufacturers should offer consumers or repair technicians the option to purchase the specialized equipment necessary to complete a repair, such as a screwdriver for a screen replacement, or the Horizon machine for pairing sensors. Manufacturers should also consider the purchase of such equipment as a factor in a determination of whether a repair facility can be deemed an authorized service provider.

Additionally, manufacturers should not be mandated to disclose diagnostic and repair information for security-related functions. The automobile MOU appreciated this concern, and properly excluded security-related function information from the mandated disclosure.\footnote{Id.} Modern technology stores a wealth of security information, and granting the public access to this information makes consumer devices vulnerable to hackers and identity theft.\footnote{Koebler, supra note 108.} Repairs involving complicated electronic security functions should be left to the original manufacturers who know how to best operate the systems and protect consumer information.

It is essential that any repair legislation shield manufacturers from liability as soon as a consumer or unauthorized repair facility performs a repair. Any unauthorized or at-home repairs should void the original manufacturer warranty because it is unfair to hold manufacturers accountable for a repair process they had no control over.\footnote{See SOFTWARE-ENABLED CONSUMER PRODUCTS, supra note 20, at 27–28.} There is a legitimate reason for authorized repair facilities, as they expand consumer rights by giving consumers more options, while maintaining the quality of product and standards of service the
manufacturer desires. If a consumer chooses to utilize an authorized repair facility, she can keep her warranty valid, but if she chooses to repair her own display screen, the manufacturer should no longer be held liable for future repairs or damage caused by or related to the repair process.

Intellectual property must also be clearly protected. It is unfair to require manufacturers to provide detailed repair manuals for every part of a consumer electronic to consumers and repair technicians. Manufacturers spend years on product development and assembly, but this effort is wasted if schematic diagrams and detailed step-by-step product repair instructions are freely accessible to the public. Repair manuals are protectable intellectual property and should be treated as such.

Perhaps a solid foundation for reconciliation starts with the most commonly sought-after repair: display screen replacement. Instead of requiring a manufacturer to divulge manuals and diagrams for every electronic part, the option to purchase a manual geared specifically towards an outer casing screen replacement, as well as a genuine replacement display screen would permit consumers and third-party repair organizations to tackle a very common electronic repair. This narrow scope should not greatly increase a manufacturer's costs, as many manufacturers already have spare display screens available for repair purposes at authorized service providers, and screen replacement does not carry the same grave safety risks as battery replacement. However, if manufacturers agree to sell genuine display screens, and provide repair manuals for screen replacement, it is essential for the original manufacturer warranty to be voided. If you break it, and you fix it, you have to pay the price of losing protection under your original warranty.

Manufacturers should also not be required to keep an inventory of spare parts, repair tools or repair manuals for every electronic device they have manufactured for an unspecified period of time. Most of the current proposed legislation does not
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set a time frame for manufacturers to be held liable for this information and equipment, and the bill that does set a time frame—seven years—does not account for the average lifespan of consumer electronics. It is imperative that an agreement between technology companies and repair organizations provide a reasonable time frame, certainly not seven years. A determination of this time frame should take into consideration how long technology is relevant for, the burden placed on manufacturers to maintain the inventory, the time and cost required to update the repair information, and the average product lifespan. The maximum amount of time a manufacturer should be required to provide information and parts to the public should be the maximum potential coverage period under an optional extended warranty associated with the electronic device, which is traditionally between two and three years from the date of purchase.

Finally, this standardized practice should include the provision from the South Dakota bill which required manufacturers to clearly express to consumers any “post-purchase obligations” including limitations on repair, prior to the completion of the sale. Currently, many manufacturers include shrink-wrap agreements in electronic device packaging, but it is more reasonable to require consumers to physically sign (or e-sign) an agreement before the sale is complete, and before the product is opened and used. This could be executed through a simple agreement signed at a retail store register, or on a retail website, for online orders. Shrink-wrap agreements are a far cry from a “meeting of the minds,” and although a pre-purchase agreement outlining post-purchase obligations would remain non-negotiable, consumers would at least be made aware of the
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restrictions prior to the purchase and could consider these restrictions when deciding which manufacturers to buy from. This allows manufacturers to maintain protective clauses in their contracts, but also theoretically advises consumers of their rights and restrictions before they open and use the electronic device.

CONCLUSION

Fair repair legislation is not fair for all parties involved. In the ever-expanding world of software-embedded hardware, and increasingly complex and fragile devices, it is of the utmost importance to address repairability issues. Unfortunately, the current proposed state legislation, as it applies to consumer electronic devices, does not adequately address manufacturer or consumer needs. It is essential for manufacturers, consumers, and repair organizations to create a standardized practice to address all of the safety, security, brand reputation, intellectual property, pricing, and innovation concerns. If an agreement inclusive of the important provisions highlighted in Part III, and analogous to the agreement reached in the automobile industry, can be reached, consumers, manufacturers, and third-party repair providers will end up with more options, longer product life, and more adequate protection.